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A  B I L L

To amend sections 5534.817, 5534.893, 5534.894, and 

5534.895 and to enact sections 5534.014, 

5534.407, 5534.408, 5534.60, 5534.601, 5534.602, 

5534.79, 5534.807, 5534.812, 5534.814, 5534.818, 

5534.823, 5534.824, 5534.825, 5534.826, 

5534.827, 5534.829, 5534.833, 5534.834, 

5534.871, 5534.881, 5534.882, 5534.883, 

5534.884, 5534.885, 5534.886, 5534.887, 

5534.888, 5534.89, 5534.898, 5534.91, and 

5534.916 of the Revised Code to designate and 

change the name and location of multiple 

memorial highways and bridges.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF OHIO:
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Section 1. That sections 5534.817, 5534.893, 5534.894, and 

5534.895 be amended and sections 5534.014, 5534.407, 5534.408, 

5534.60, 5534.601, 5534.602, 5534.79, 5534.807, 5534.812, 

5534.814, 5534.818, 5534.823, 5534.824, 5534.825, 5534.826, 

5534.827, 5534.829, 5534.833, 5534.834, 5534.871, 5534.881, 

5534.882, 5534.883, 5534.884, 5534.885, 5534.886, 5534.887, 

5534.888, 5534.89, 5534.898, 5534.91, and 5534.916 of the 

Revised Code be enacted to read as follows:

Sec.   5534.014.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   road   known   as   state   route   

number   one   hundred   twenty-two,   running   in   an   easterly   and   

westerly   direction,   commencing   at   the   intersection   of   that   route   

and   Wicoff   street   in   Butler   county   and   extending   to   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   Towne   boulevard   in   Warren   county,   

shall   be   known   as   the   "SFC   Charles   E.   Carpenter   Memorial   

Highway."

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.407.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   two   between   the   intersection   of   that   route   

and   state   route   number   three   hundred   six   and   the   intersection   of   

that   route   and   state   route   number   six   hundred   fifteen,   in   Lake   

county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Patrolman   Mathew   Mazany   Memorial   

Highway."

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.408.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   
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lanes   of   state   route   number   seven   between   state   route   number   

eighty-two   and   state   route   number   three   hundred   five,   in   

Trumbull   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Patrolman   James   A.   

Fredericka   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.60.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   United   States   route   number   sixty-two   between   Staunton-  

Sugar   Grove   road   and   Greenfield   Sabina   road,   in   Fayette   county,   

shall   be   known   as   the   "PFC   William   Boggs     Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.601.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   one   hundred   eight   between   the   

southern   border   of   Henry   county   and   the   northern   border   of   Henry   

county   shall   be   known   as   the   "RDML   Alene   Duerk   Memorial   

Highway."

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.602.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   sixty-six   between   Houston   road   and   

Roeth   road,   in   Shelby   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SFC   Charles   

Gregory   Huston   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  
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Sec.   5534.79.   The   eastbound   lanes   of   interstate   route   

number   seventy   between   the   intersection   of   that   route   and   

interstate   route   number   seventy-one   and   the   intersection   of   

interstate   route   number   seventy   and   the   James   road   exit,   in   

Franklin   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Justice   Robert   Duncan   

Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.807.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   sixty-three   between   the   intersection   of   

that   route   with   state   route   number   seven   hundred   forty-one   and   

the   intersection   of   that   route   with   Neil   Armstrong   way,   in   

Warren   county   only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SFC   John   E.   Conger,   

Jr.   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.812.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   interstate   route   number   four   hundred   seventy-five   

between   hill   avenue   and   state   route   number   two,   in   Lucas   county   

only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SGT   Alex   Drabik   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.814.   The   bridge   spanning   Grand   river   that   is   a   

part   of   Fairport   road   and   that   is   a   primary   entrance   and   exit   to   

Fairport   Harbor,   in   Lake   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Col.   

Donald   Blakeslee   Memorial   Bridge."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   
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upon   the   bridge   or   its   approaches   indicating   its   name.  

Sec. 5534.817. In addition to any other name prescribed in 

the Revised Code or otherwise, the northbound and southbound 

lanes of interstate route number seventy-one between the 

intersections of that route with interstate route number two 

hundred seventy and United States route number thirty-six, in 

Franklin and Delaware counties, shall be known as the "Marine 

PFC LCpl Jacob Spann Memorial Highway."

The director of transportation may erect suitable markers 

along the highway indicating its name.

Sec.   5534.818.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   that   portion   of   the   road   known   as   

state   route   number   one   hundred   fifty-two,   running   in   a   northerly   

and   southerly   direction   between   the   intersection   of   that   route   

with   county   road   fifty-six   and   the   intersection   of   that   route   

with   township   road   two   hundred   forty-nine,   in   Jefferson   county   

only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "PFC   George   Dennis   McClelland   

Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.823.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   one   hundred   twenty-five,   between   mile   

marker   four   and   mile   marker   five,   in   Brown   county   only,   shall   be   

known   as   the   "PFC   M.   Preston   Wheeler   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.824.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   
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lanes   of   state   route   number   sixty-five   between   the   intersection   

of   that   route   and   state   route   number   sixty-four   and   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   the   western   border   of   Wood   

county,   in   Wood   county   only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Master   Chief   

Special   Warfare   Operator   (SEAL)   Edward   C.   Byers,   Jr.   Medal   of   

Honor   Recipient   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.   

Sec.   5534.825.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   twenty-five   between   the   intersection   

of   that   route   and   United   States   route   number   twenty   and   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   United   States   route   number   

twenty-three,   in   Wood   county   only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SGT   

Arthur   A.   Mora,   Jr.   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.826.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   United   States   route   number   thirty-six   between   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   the   western   border   of   Coshocton   

county   and   the   intersection   of   that   route   and   state   route   number   

seventy-nine,   in   Coshocton   county   only,   shall   be   known   as   the   

"Charles   C.   Nichols   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.827.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   four   hundred   twenty-two   between   the   
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intersection   of   that   route   and   state   route   number   six   hundred   

sixteen   and   the   intersection   of   that   route   and   the   border   of   

Pennsylvania,   in   Mahoning   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "PFC   

Ronald   J.   Puskarcik   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.829.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   thirty-nine,   between   the   intersection   of   

that   route   and   United   States   route   number   sixty-two   near   the   

municipal   corporation   of   Berlin,   Ohio   and   the   intersection   of   

that   route   and   Joet   road,   in   Holmes   county,   shall   be   known   as   

the   "Cpl.   Fredrick   Wayne   Miller   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.833.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   two   hundred   sixty-one,   between   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   home   avenue   and   the   intersection   

of   that   route   where   it   joins   north   main   street,   in   the   municipal   

corporation   of   Akron   in   Summit   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   

"Cpl.   Andrew   D.   Brownfield   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.834.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   seventy-two   between   the   intersection   

of   that   route   and   Wilmington   road   and   the   intersection   of   that   

route   and   United   States   route   number   thirty-five,   in   Greene   
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county   only,   shall   be   known   as   the   "LCpl   David   E.   Morton   

Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.871.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   state   route   number   five   hundred   fifty   between   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   Barnett   ridge   road   and   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   stone   quarry   road,   in   Washington   

county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SGT   Meredith   L.   Barnett   Memorial   

Highway."

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.881.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   ninety-nine   between   the   intersection   

of   that   route   and   county   road   number   sixty-four   and   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   county   road   number   one   hundred   

nineteen,   in   Huron   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Lance   Corporal   

James   Sprowl   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.882.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   forty-eight   between   east   Stroop   road   

and   east   Dorothy   lane,   in   the   municipal   corporation   of   Kettering   

in   Montgomery   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "CWO3   James   E.   

Groves   III   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   
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along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.883.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   United   States   route   number   twenty-three   between   mile   

marker   six   and   mile   marker   eight,   within   Ross   county,   shall   be   

known   as   the   "SGT   Michael   Keith   Hamner   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.884.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   sixty-five   between   county   road   H   and   

state   route   number   one   hundred   ten,   in   Henry   county,   shall   be   

known   as   the   "LTC   Kevin   Sonnenberg   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.885.   The   bridge   spanning   state   route   number   

eleven,   located   in   Canfield   township   in   Mahoning   county,   and   

being   part   of   the   highway   known   as   United   States   route   number   

two   hundred   twenty-four,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Canfield   Armed   

Forces   Bridge."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

upon   the   bridge   or   its   approaches   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.886.   The   bridge   spanning   interstate   route   number   

seventy-six,   located   in   Canfield   township   in   Mahoning   county,   

and   being   part   of   the   road   known   as   Herbert   road,   shall   be   known   

as   the   "Canfield   First   Responders   Bridge."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

upon   the   bridge   or   its   approaches   indicating   its   name.  
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Sec.   5534.887.   The   bridge   spanning   interstate   route   number   

seventy-six,   located   in   Canfield   township   in   Mahoning   county,   

and   being   part   of   the   highway   known   as   state   route   number   forty-  

six,   shall   be   known   as   the   "Lewis   John   Speece,   Jr.   Memorial   

Bridge."

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

upon   the   bridge   or   its   approaches   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.888.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   United   States   route   number   six,   between   the   intersection   of   

that   route   and   Frailey   road   and   the   intersection   of   that   route   

and   Hahn   road,   in   Erie   county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "SGT   

Theodore   Ward   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.89.   (A)   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   

in   the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   portion   of   the   road   known   

as   state   route   number   fifty-three,   commencing   at   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   water   street   and   proceeding   in   a   

southerly   direction   to   the   Catawba   island   township   line   in   

Ottawa   county   shall   be   known   as   the   "Catawba   Island   Township   

Veterans   Memorial   Highway."  

(B)   The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   

markers   along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

(C)   Subject   to   approval   by   the   director   in   relation   to   the   

marker   location,   size,   color,   format,   and   method   of   placement,   

the   Catawba   island   township   board   of   trustees   may   erect   

auxiliary   markers   in   conjunction   with   the   markers   erected   by   the   

director   under   division   (B)   of   this   section,   displaying   the   
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following   names   and   any   other   name   of   a   United   States   military   

veteran   approved   by   the   board:  

(1)   Private   First   Class   William   E.   Galloway;  

(2)   SP4   James   M.   Davenport.  

The   Catawba   island   township   board   of   trustees   may   

alternate   the   approved   auxiliary   markers   on   a   periodic   basis.  

Sec. 5534.893. In addition to any other name in the 

Revised Code or otherwise, the northbound eastbound and 

southbound westbound lanes of United States route number thirty-

three between McCalla township road number   ninety-four   and 

township road number ninety-ninetwo   hundred   twenty-one  , in Logan 

county only, shall be known as the "Army Staff Sgt. Dennis J. 

Hansen Memorial Highway."

The director of transportation may erect suitable markers 

along the highway indicating its name.

Sec. 5534.894. In addition to any other name in the 

Revised Code or otherwise, the northbound and southbound lanes 

of United States route number thirty-three sixty-eight between 

township road number ninety-nine thirty-seven and county 

township road number one hundred thirtythree, in Logan county 

only, shall be known as the "Army National Guard Sgt. Jeremy M. 

Hodge Memorial Highway."

The director of transportation may erect suitable markers 

along the highway indicating its name.

Sec. 5534.895. In addition to any other name in the 

Revised Code or otherwise, the northbound eastbound and 

southbound westbound lanes of United States route number thirty-

three between east Sandusky avenue state   route   number   five   
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hundred   forty   and county road state   route   number fivetwo   hundred   

ninety-two, in Logan county only, shall be known as the "Marine 

Gunnery Sgt. David S. Spicer Memorial Highway."

The director of transportation may erect suitable markers 

along the highway indicating its name.

Sec.   5534.898.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   by   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   northbound   and   southbound   

lanes   of   state   route   number   four   between   the   intersection   of   

that   route   and   Owens   road   west   and   the   intersection   of   that   

route   and   Somerlot   Hoffman   road   west,   in   Marion   county   only,   

shall   be   known   as   the   "SGT   David   S.   Harris   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  

Sec.   5534.91.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   southbound   lane   of   interstate   

route   number   seventy-one   commencing   at   mile   marker   one   hundred   

two   and   continuing   to   mile   marker   one   hundred,   in   Franklin   

county,   shall   be   known   as   the   "James   H.   Hough   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.   

Sec.   5534.916.   In   addition   to   any   other   name   prescribed   in   

the   Revised   Code   or   otherwise,   the   eastbound   and   westbound   lanes   

of   United   States   route   number   twenty-two,   between   the   

intersection   of   that   route   and   state   route   number   one   hundred   

eighty-eight   and   the   intersection   of   that   route   number   and   state   

route   number   thirty-seven,   in   Fairfield   county,   shall   be   known   

as   the   "Officer   M.   Scott   Moyer   Memorial   Highway."  

The   director   of   transportation   may   erect   suitable   markers   

along   the   highway   indicating   its   name.  
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Section 2. That existing sections 5534.817, 5534.893, 

5534.894, and 5534.895 of the Revised Code are hereby repealed.
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